Complete documentation within athenaClinicals as you speak.

Exclusive integration with Dragon Medical delivers real-time clinical speech recognition experience virtually anywhere.

Nuance and athenahealth have partnered to build an exclusive voice-driven workflow that’s designed to accelerate the completion of patient records—all within athenaClinicals®. With no additional software to install*, clinicians can use their single, unified voice profile and personalizations to navigate and document care directly in the web-based EMR.

By using intelligent voice technology to navigate the EMR and complete their notes, clinicians can quickly generate documentation that accurately represents the patient encounter, advises patient care, supports better reimbursement, and shortens billing cycles.

Dragon® Medical is uniquely embedded in athenaClinicals and delivers dependable performance from the cloud with no voice profile training so clinicians are up and running the first time they pick up the dictation device. Automatic accent detection, medical language models, and automatic microphone calibration ensure an optimal experience from the start. A single, cloud-based voice profile continues to adapt and improve over time, and provides a consistent and personalized voice experience across clinical workflows, care settings, devices, and apps.

Quick and easy documentation in athenaClinicals
Real-time clinical speech recognition allows clinicians to use their voice to instantly navigate, dictate, review, correct, and complete patient records in athenaClinicals. Select a patient, use voice commands to navigate to desired tabs and fields in the exam record, and insert auto-texts. Dictate the unique patient story and use voice to edit text.

Key benefits
- No software to install*, and easy upgrades
- Eases quick completion and accessibility of the patient record directly in athenaClinicals
- Supports streamlined capture of the narrative to effectively inform patient care, billing, and coding
- Increases EHR usability while supporting regulatory compliance
- Provides a seamless user experience across multiple devices through a single, personalized user voice profile

Key features
- Integrated speech recognition powers advanced navigation, field selection, and completion of actions
- Productivity tools such as auto-texts, custom vocabularies, and editing commands compound documentation efficiency

* Currently, to use the PowerMic™ with Dragon Medical embedded in athenaClinicals, software installation is required.
**Dragon Medical embedded in athenaClinicals**

Voice-driven navigation, commands and speech-to-text speeds clinical documentation.

1. Navigate to patient record in athenaClinicals
2. Use voice commands to navigate to desired fields in record
3. Dictate the patient story using embedded Dragon Medical and integrated productivity tools
4. Use voice to edit documentation and complete the patient record directly in athenaClinicals

**See Nuance in action**

Dragon Medical embedded in athenaClinicals allows clinicians to use their voice to quickly create comprehensive, accurate documentation directly in the EHR.

Contact your Nuance Healthcare representative.
Call 1-877-805-5902 or visit nuance.com/healthcare to learn more.
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**About Nuance Communications, Inc.**

Nuance Communications, Inc. is a leading provider of voice and language solutions for businesses and consumers around the world. Its technologies, applications and services make the user experience more compelling by transforming the way people interact with devices and systems. Every day, millions of users and thousands of businesses experience Nuance’s proven applications. For more information, visit www.nuance.com/healthcare or call 1-877-805-5902. Connect with us through the healthcare blog, What’s next, Twitter and Facebook.